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Vectors (in dimension 2) By the plane, I mean the ordinary Cartesian plane,
with x and y axes. A vector in the plane is an arrow, pointing (usually) from the

origin to some other point, say P = (a, b). Notation: I’ll write ~a,~b, ... for vectors.

As long as we understand vectors to start from the origin, each vector is determined
by its end-point. I’ll write ~a = (x, y) to indicate that ~a is the vector pointing from

(0, 0) to (x, y). Figure 1(a) contains some examples: ~a = (1, 3), ~b = (−1, 2), and
~c = ( , ).
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Figure 1

Adding and substracting vectors There is a rule for adding two vectors to get
a third vector. This is illustrated in Figure 1 (b) above. We can think of this as

either as laying a parallel copy of ~a hea-to-tail with ~b, and then dawing the arrow

from (0, 0) to the head of this copy. Or, we can place a copy of ~b with its base at
the head of ~a: this will point to the same place. Alternatively, we can treat ~a and
~b as two adjacent sides of a parallelogram. Completing the parallelogram, ~a +~b is
the diagonal starting from (0, 0).

Exercise 1: Using the graph in figure 1 (a), sketch ~b + ~c and ~a + ~c.

Exercise 2: What are the coordinates of ~a+~b, ~b+~c and ~a+~c (~a,~b and ~c still as in
Figure 1 (a))? What do you notice? Can we find a general rule for adding vectors

in coordinates? If ~a = (x, y) and ~b = (u, v), what are the coordinates of ~a + ~b?

The Zero Vector We can think of the origin, that is, the point (0, 0), as a special
vector having no length (and pointing nowhere). When we want to think of it this

way, we write it as ~0.

Exercise 3: According to the head-to-tail method of vector addition, what should
~a + ~0 be?

The Negative of a vector: The negative of a vector ~a is the vector −~a pointing
directly away from ~a, but having the same length. Note that ~a + (−~a) = ~0.
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Exercise 4: Sketch the vectors −~a, −~b and −~c, with ~a,~b,~c as in Figure 1 (a).

Exercise 5: If ~a = (x, y), then −~a = ( , ).

Subtracting vectors We can also subtract vectors. ~a − ~b would be the vector

that, added to ~b, gives ~a:

(~a− ~b) + ~b = ~a.

Using the head-to-tail method, this tells us that ~a−~b is the vector pointing from ~b
to ~a. Below, I’ve drawn this as a vector based at ~a (dashed), and also as a vector
based at the origin (solid).
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Figure 2

Exercise 6: For the vectors ~a, ~b and ~c in Figure 2, above, find ~a − ~b, ~b − ~c and

~c− ~b.

Exercise 7: If ~a = (x, y) and ~b = (u, v), what are the coordinates of ~a− ~b?

Multiplying a Vector by a Number Another thing we can do with vectors is
to multiply them by numbers. For instance, we can define

2~a = ~a + ~a

This is a vector pointing in the direction of ~a, but twice as long. Similarly, 3~a
would be three times as long as ~a, but point in the same direction. This suggests
the more general definition: If r is a positive number, let r~a be the vector pointing
in the same direction as ~a, but r times as long. We also adopt the rules that (i)

0~a = ~0 and (ii) (−r)~a = −(r~a), the vector r times as long as ~a, but pointing in
the opposite direction.

Notice that two vectors lie along the same line through the origin exactly when one
is a numerical multiple of the other.

Exercise 8. For ~a and ~b in Figure 1, find 1
2
~a, 2~b. What is 1

2
~a + 2~b?



Exercise 9. If ~a = (x, y), what are the coordinates of 2~a = ~a + ~a? What do you
think the coordinates of r~a would be, for an arbitrary number r?

The length of a vector Suppose ~a = (x, y). The length of the arrow ~a can be
computed using the Pythagorean Theorem:

‖~a‖ =
√

x2 + y2

Rotations and perpendicular vectors Suppose we want to rotate a vector ~a 90
degrees counter-clockwise. How does this affect the vector’s coordinates? It helps
to think of the vector as a diagonal line drawn on a rectangle: rotating the vector
90 degrees counter-clocwise amounts to tipping the box on end (using the origin as
a pivot):

~a

Figure 3.

Exercise 10: Let’s call the rotated vector R~a. Then

~a = (x, y) ⇒ R~a = ( , ).

Exercise 11: What would be the formula for a clockwise rotation by 90 degrees?

Two vectors ~a and ~b are perpendicular — written ~a ⊥ ~b — when the angle between
them is 90 degrees — or, equivalently, when rotating one of them by 90 degrees
places it in line with the other.

In other words, ~a ⊥ ~b iff R~a = r~b for some constant r. But then we have

(−y, x) = r(u, v)

so y = −ru and x = rv. Thus,

xu + yv = rvu + (−ru)v = 0.



The quantity xu + yv is very important, and has its own name:

Definition: If ~a = (x, y) and ~b = (u, v), then xu + yv is called the dot product

of ~a and ~b, and is written as ~a • ~b. (Note carefully that ~a • ~b isn’t another vector!
It’s a number.)

What we’ve just shown is that if ~a ⊥ ~b, then ~a • ~b = 0.

Exercise 12: What is dot product of ~a = (x, y) with itself?

Exercise 13: Either by working out some examples, or by setting ~a = (x, y) and
~b = (u, v) and doing a little algebra, convince yourself that the following rule is
valid:

~a • (r~b + s~c) = r(~a • ~b) + s(~a • ~c)

for all vectors ~a,~b and ~c, and all numbers r and s.

Projections We can project a vector ~b onto the line through another vector ~a, by
“dropping a perpendicular”, as in the first figure below. Then the projected vector

— call it P~b — will be a multiple of ~a: P~b = t~a for some number t. Using the dot

product, we are going to find t, and so, a recipe for calculating P~b.

To find t, note that ~b− t~a will be perpendicular to ~a (see the second figure below).
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Figure 4.

So, from what we did above, ~a • (~b− t~a) = 0. But you also just saw that there’s a
distributive law for • over vector addition. So

0 = ~a • (~b− t~a) = ~a • ~b− t(~a • ~a).

Exercise 14: Solve this equation for t ! t = , so

P~b = .

Exercise 15: For the vectors ~a and ~b in Figure 1, calculate the projection of ~a along
~b, and of ~b along ~a.


